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Price/performance: EXCELLENT

“Imagine you have to develop an entertainment device for the 
modern living room. It should do almost every job that arises 
and can be imagined in good quality and yet still be reasonably 
affordable for most people, plus bring charm and style to the 
ambience. There is, because Magnat has already done this job and 
proudly presents the MC 400.”

“The jack-of-all-trades sounds surprisingly powerful and sonorous, 
while also delivering fine details, a very balanced and majority-
capable tuning that combines body, tightness and charm, and 
- surprise, surprise - copes well with most speakers not too low 
efficiency. Even complex large orchestral works such as Dvorák, 
Orff and Strauss are presented well illuminated and served with 
punch, the Magnat by no means starving even excellent, apparently 
oversized floorstanding speakers such as DALI’s Epicon 6.” 

“And delicate vocals like Cara Dilion’s enchant the room, projected 
wide and deep. Moderate output with audiophile echoes, what 
more could you want.”

“Magnat’s MC 400 offers practically everything you could want. 
Phono, DAC, high-resolution streaming, Bluetooh, three-way 
radio, TV sound. More hardly goes - and that is thus a whole lot, 
functionally almost no matter at what price. And it’s hot!”
“That this all-round carefree package also sounds really good in 
the process and even reveals audiophile ambitions is all the more 
remarkable.”

Conclusion:
“Solid all-rounder at a reasonable price. It offers phono, DAC, three 
radios, streaming and rudimentary mulitroom and still sounds 
good. The ideal small (two) system something for hobby cellar, 
vacation home or youth room.”

You can read the complete test review in the new  STEREO (01/23).

MC 400 – CHARM AND STYLE FOR YOUR AMBIENCE


